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Morning Snippets
Key News Overnight
Global equities surged overnight as the markets moved past the hurdle of uncertainty surrounding the US mid-term elections.
Investors can now look towards other economic news flow with the Fed’s decision on interest rates coming out tomorrow and
a potential for a resolution to the US-China trade war at the end of the month.
Last night marked the fourth best gain this year for the Dow, up 2.1%. The S&P and Nasdaq rose 2.1% and 2.6% respectively.
Oil continued its downward trend, with WTI down nearly 1%, which is the eighth-daily loss in a row. Oil has now dropped
$15/bbl since its four year high over a month ago.
The expectations that the Democrats hold on the House will curtail Trump`s ability to shoot from the hip will be tested early
as Attorney general Jeff Sessions was forced to resign, replaced by a Trump loyalist, in turn throwing into question the Russia
investigation led by Robert Mueller.
The fall in the US dollar and the DXY hitting its lowest for two weeks (96.18) will help support commodity prices. The VIX fell
sharply -20% @ 16.36. Gold rose for the first time in 4 sessions.
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Botanix Pharmaceuticals (BOT) | BOT treats its first patient |SPEC BUY

Analyst | Michael Eidne

Market Cap $65m | Current Price $0.08 | Valuation $0.20
BOT has treated its first patient in its Phase 1b BTX1308 psoriasis study.
The study is being done in collaboration with BioSkin GmbH and an Australian dermatology clinic. BioSkin is a German clinical
contract research organisation which has a “psoriasis plaque test” which is clinically validated and utilised by a number of
leading dermatology companies.
The study design will test 15 patients at a single study site in Australia and read out is expected in Q1 CY19.
This is BOT’s third ongoing clinical study using CBD formulations for skin disorders. BOT’s phase 2 acne clinical trial readout is
expected in mid-2019 and it is the process of preparing for a phase 2 atopic dermatitis trial.

TAG Oil (TAO.TSX) | Tamarind Resources Buys Tag Oil’s New Zealand Assets

Not covered | No rating

Market Cap CAD$34m | Current Price CAD$0.40 | Michael Eidne
TAO has sold its complete asset portfolio to Tamarind Resources for US$30 in cash, a 2.5% overriding royalty and US$5m in
event specific payments, of which US$500k has already triggered.
Tamarind now has three producing oil fields, Tui and TAG in New Zealand and the Galoc field in the Philippines. Post the
transaction the three fields will be producing ~5,000 bopd net to Tamarind.
Tamarind are late life asset experts and specialise in reworking mid to late life fields to extend their lives by either increasing
overall field recovery of oil in place or accessing previously overlooked accumulations with the field or near field.
Argonaut is currently working with Tamarind with a view to IPO on the ASX in Q2 CY19.

From the Drillbit
Calidus Resources (CAI) | Additional high-grade results from Warrawoona

Not covered | No rating

Market Cap $25m | Current Price $0.03 | James Wilson
Drill results show extensions to the main Klondyke Resource as well as extensions to Klondyke East and a new zone known as
St George located 150m north of (and parallel) to the main resource area.
Best results from Klondyke East infill included 2m @ 20.84g/t Au, 6m @ 3.82g/t Au, 1m @ 12.75g/t Au.
Best Results from St George Zone included: 6m @ 7.61g/t Au (inc 1m @ 40.64g/t Au), 8m @ 5.64g/t Au and 14m @ 1.77g/t Au.
RC drilling for resource calculation has been completed, with a further 22 diamond drill holes targeting a 600m zone of
mineralisation below the existing pit designs.
A resource upgrade is expected in early 2019.
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Orient Express
Coking Coal/Coke: Rising Coking Coal and Coke Prices

Analyst | Helen Lau

China’s imported hard coking coal prices increased to US$220/t (CFR), the highest level in eight months on tight domestic
supply and solid demand. Recall, that the Chinese government suspended operations at 41 coal mines in Shandong for safety
checks following a coal mine accident in October. 70-80% of those coal mines produces coking coal. As most of these mines
have since passed the safety check, their operations have resumed, yet prices keep rising. We believe this is mainly because of
a production capacity check in Shanxi, China’s largest coking coal producing province, constraining coking coal production.
As of the 15th of November, producing coke ovens are required to shut down their operations to comply with environmental
measures during the winter season. Thus, with coke supply at low levels and steel mill inventories declining to 8.6 days, 4 days
lower than the same time last year, prices are set to continue to rise. The rising spot coke prices in turn is a boost to coking
coal prices. Therefore overall, both coking coal and coke prices in China should stay buoyant. Stocks in focus are Yanzhou Coal
(1171 HK/BUY) and Stanmore Coal (SMR AU/BUY).
Figure 1: Coking Coal Prices

Source: Bloomberg
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Recent Research
Ausdrill (ASL) | Edikan clouds the bigger picture | BUY

Analyst | Ian Christie

Market Cap $1,055m | Current Price $1.545 | Valuation $2.25
The Barminco acquisition has completed, although the loss of the Edikan contract caught us by surprise. But focussing solely
on this loss risks missing the bigger picture in our view. With at least 30 other mining and production drilling contracts across
the group, ASL is bigger than one mine site. Other contracts have been extended and pipeline opportunities remain. We like
the Barminco acquisition and maintain a BUY call on a revised blended valuation of $2.25 (prior $2.40). Read More

Western Areas (WSA) | Reserves Required | BUY

Analyst | Matthew Keane

Market Cap $632m | Current Price $2.36 | Target Price $2.75
Western Areas (WSA) released September Q results with 5.4kt Ni in concentrate and C1 cash costs of A$2.99/lb (before
payability), broadly in line with Argonaut’s forecast of 5.4kt @ A$2.80/lb. Cash and receivables declined $7.7m to $164.3m
after a ~$13m increase in capital works and exploration, including $4.4m on the Odysseus project. WSA recently released a
DFS on Odysseus and formalised its decision to mine. Argonaut derives an uncompelling post-tax IRR of 12% applying a longterm nickel price of US$6.50/lb and 0.72 AUD/USD FX. At current milling rates Forrestania has ~4.5 years remaining mine life
based on reserves. We believe the share price will come under increasing pressure if reserves are not replenished at
Forrestania. Maintain BUY recommendation with a revised target price of $2.75 (from $3.40). Read More

Gascoyne Resources (GCY) | Pricing in the risk | SPEC BUY

Analyst | James Wilson

Market Cap $72m | Current Price $0.14 | Target Price $0.24 | Valuation $0.48
Gascoyne Resources (GCY) recently announced Board changes which saw the departure of the Managing Director and the
newly appointed Chairman. The stock was severely sold off as a result of this and the disappointing Sept Q production report.
We recently met with the new management to flesh out the recent developments and how these might be rectified going
forward. A number of issues have arisen which have caused a cascading effect to lower production and cashflow which is
critical in the early stages of any mining project. We do see many of these issues as being mitigated over coming months which
is a key positive. Argonaut views the share price at current levels presents a significant, albeit risky opportunity. Our modelling
reflects a heavy discount to account for production risk going forward, but still implies a ~70% upside to the current share
price. Speculative Buy. Read More

Sovereign Metals (SVM) | PFS confirms high margin |SPEC BUY

Analyst | Matthew Keane

Market Cap $24m | Current Price $0.09 | Target Price: 0.16
Sovereign Metals (SVM) released a Pre-Feasibility Study (PFS) for its 100% owned Malingunde graphite project in Malawi.
Malingunde is a rare high grade saprolite deposit, with low strip ratios, free digging and minimal crushing resulting in low
operating and capital costs. SVM forecast’s FOB cash costs delivered to Nacala Port in Mozambique average US$323/t (per
tonne concentrate) life of mine (LOM). Capital costs are also low, estimated at US$49m. While Malawi is a land locked country,
the project has access to port via a recently refurbished rail line with excess capacity. Argonaut maintains a SPEC BUY
recommendation with a target price of $0.16. Read More
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Important Disclosures
Botanix Pharmaceuticals (BOT): Argonaut acted as Joint Lead Manager to the Placement that raised $15.0M in
February 2018 and received fees commensurate with this service. Argonaut acted as Joint Lead Manager to the
Placement that raised $8.0M in June 2018 and received fees commensurate with this service. Argonaut holds or
controls 12.1M BOT Options exercisable at $0.03 on or before 30 June 2019.
Gascoyne Resources (GCY): Argonaut acted as Joint lead Manager to the Placement that raised $21.5M in
November 2017 and received fees commensurate with this service. Argonaut acted as Joint Lead Manager to
the Placement that raised $19M in August 2018 and received fees commensurate with this service
Information Disclosure
Some comments in this Note may refer to companies not covered by Argonaut research, and are included for
general information purposes. In these cases, the fact that a company is not covered and has no rating is
prominently displayed. On occasion, where there is a reasonable basis for doing so, an opinion may be
expressed. As highlighted in the General Disclosure below, this must be considered as unsolicited general advice
only and should not be acted on without seeking further professional advice.
Each research analyst of this material certifies that the views expressed in this research material accurately
reflect the analyst's personal views about the subject securities and listed corporations. None of the listed
corporations reviewed or any third party has provided or agreed to provide any compensation or other benefits
in connection with this material to any of the analyst(s).
For U.S. persons only
This research report is a product of Argonaut Securities Pty Limited, which is the employer of the research
analyst(s) who has prepared the research report. The research analyst(s) preparing the research report is/are
resident outside the United States (U.S.) and are not associated persons of any U.S. regulated broker-dealer and
therefore the analyst(s) is/are not subject to supervision by a U.S. broker-dealer, and is/are not required to
satisfy the regulatory licensing requirements of FINRA or required to otherwise comply with U.S. rules or
regulations regarding, among other things, communications with a subject company, public appearances and
trading securities held by a research analyst account.
This report is intended for distribution by Argonaut Securities Pty Limited only to "Major Institutional Investors"
as defined by Rule 15a-6(b)(4) of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Act, 1934 (the Exchange Act) and
interpretations thereof by U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) in reliance on Rule 15a 6(a)(2). If the
recipient of this report is not a Major Institutional Investor as specified above, then it should not act upon this
report and return the same to the sender. Further, this report may not be copied, duplicated and/or transmitted
onward to any U.S. person, which is not the Major Institutional Investor.
In reliance on the exemption from registration provided by Rule 15a-6 of the Exchange Act and interpretations
thereof by the SEC in order to conduct certain business with Major Institutional Investors, Argonaut Securities
Pty Limited has entered into an agreement with a U.S. registered broker-dealer, Marco Polo Securities Inc.
("Marco Polo"). Transactions in securities discussed in this research report should be effected through Marco
Polo or another U.S. registered broker dealer.
Hong Kong Distribution Disclosure
This material is being distributed in Hong Kong by Argonaut Securities (Asia) Limited which is licensed (AXO 052)
and regulated by the Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission. Further information on any of the securities
mentioned in this material may be obtained on request, and for this purpose, persons in the Hong Kong office
should be contacted at Argonaut Securities (Asia) Limited of Unit 701, 7/F, Henley Building, 5 Queen’s Road
Central, Hong Kong, telephone (852) 3557 48000.
General Disclosure and Disclaimer
This research has been prepared by Argonaut Securities Pty Limited (ABN 72 108 330 650) (“ASPL”) or by
Argonaut Securities (Asia) Limited (“ASAL”) for the use of the clients of ASPL, ASAL and other related bodies
corporate (the “Argonaut Group”) and must not be copied, either in whole or in part, or distributed to any other
person. If you are not the intended recipient you must not use or disclose the information in this report in any
way. ASPL is a holder of an Australian Financial Services License No. 274099 and is a Market Participant of the
Australian Stock Exchange Limited. ASAL has a licence (AXO 052) to Deal and Advise in Securities and Advise on
Corporate Finance in Hong Kong with its activities regulated by the Securities and Futures Ordinance (“SFO”)
administered by the Securities and Futures Commission (“SFC”) of Hong Kong.
Nothing in this report should be construed as personal financial product advice for the purposes of Section 766B
of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth). This report does not consider any of your objectives, financial situation or
needs. The report may contain general financial product advice and you should therefore consider the
appropriateness of the advice having regard to your situation. We recommend you obtain financial, legal and
taxation advice before making any financial investment decision.
This research is based on information obtained from sources believed to be reliable and ASPL and ASAL have
made every effort to ensure the information in this report is accurate, but we do not make any representation
or warranty that it is accurate, reliable, complete or up to date. The Argonaut Group accepts no obligation to
correct or update the information or the opinions in it. Opinions expressed are subject to change without notice
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and accurately reflect the analyst(s)’ personal views at the time of writing. No member of the Argonaut Group
or its respective employees, agents or consultants accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct, indirect,
consequential or other loss arising from any use of this research and/or further communication in relation to
this research.
Nothing in this research shall be construed as a solicitation to buy or sell any financial product, or to engage in
or refrain from engaging in any transaction. The Argonaut Group and/or its associates, including ASPL, ASAL,
officers or employees may have interests in the financial products or a relationship with the issuer of the financial
products referred to in this report by acting in various roles including as investment banker, underwriter or
dealer, holder of principal positions, broker, director or adviser. Further, they may buy or sell those securities as
principal or agent, and as such may effect transactions which are not consistent with the recommendations (if
any) in this research. The Argonaut Group and/or its associates, including ASPL and ASAL, may receive fees,
brokerage or commissions for acting in those capacities and the reader should assume that this is the case.
There are risks involved in securities trading. The price of securities can and does fluctuate, and an individual
security may even become valueless. International investors are reminded of the additional risks inherent in
international investments, such as currency fluctuations and international stock market or economic conditions,
which may adversely affect the value of the investment.
The analyst(s) principally responsible for the preparation of this research may receive compensation based on
ASPL’s and / or ASAL’s overall revenues.
Copyright
© 2018. All rights reserved. No part of this document may be reproduced or distributed in any manner without
the written permission of Argonaut Securities Pty Limited and / or Argonaut Securities (Asia) Limited. Argonaut
Securities Pty Limited and Argonaut Securities (Asia) Limited specifically prohibits the re-distribution of this
document, via the internet or otherwise, and accepts no liability whatsoever for the actions of third parties in
this respect.
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